where p>0, 0^6r^ir for r = l, • • • , m -l and O^0m^27r. Points on 5 are characterized by p = l. In what follows points denoted by P, Q will be on 5 and the point (p, 6i, ■ ■ ■ , 6m) will be denoted by (p, P).
The distance (or, more precisely, the spherical distance) between the points P(£i, Clearly |P-()| = |Q-JP| and |P-0| =|p| =0.
The surface element dP in polar coordinates is given by dP = sin*"-^ ■ • • sin 0m_i<Wm ■ • • ddu
If Af«(f) =/<,|/(P)|«ciP< oo we shall say that/£L*.
It is well known that if/£7, then the Poisson integral/(p, P) of/given by Kp, P)= f f(Q)K(P, Q -P)dQ where K(P, Q-P) = 2-11r-<"'+1>'2r(2-1(w + 1))(1 -P2)(l -2P COS | P -Q\ + p2)-(m+l)/2 is harmonic for all p<l, that is, within 5. Let/£7, let/(p, P) be its Poisson integral and consider for a>0, 0^p<l, fa(p, p)=--f'(pr)°-if(r, P)dr T(a) J o and fa(P) = limp_i/a(p, P) should this limit exist. fa(P) is then said to be the ath integral oi f(P). We have T(a)fa(P, P) = f\p-r)-» f f(Q)K(P, Q -P)dQdr.
where the (somewhat modified) Gegenbauer polynomials C"s(x) are given, for v>0, by
Writing Q -P = y we then have and that, if A is the operator X™ i d2/d£+d2/3f2 then A(p'Cs(m_1)/2(cos y)) = 0.
It follows that/a(p, P) =paua(p, P) where ua is harmonic within S and that fa(P) =lim",i ua(p, P) whenever this limit exists.
We have, in fact, For a>0,fa (P) exists and is finite p.p. on S. Privalov in §4 of [2] has shown that if g(p, P) is harmonic within 5 and Js\g(p, P)\dP = 0(1) as p tends to 1 then g(p, P) tends p.p. to a finite limit. Now r(«) f I ua(p, P) | dP g p-f\p -r)-i f | f(r, P) | dPdr.
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Since f EL the inner integral is uniformly bounded and the result follows. This result is not best possible as Theorem 4 shows. It is unfortunately not the case that/a+^(P) = (fa(P))e-(A trivial calculation with/(P) = 1 on 5 shows this.) What is true is that fa+»(fi, P) = (fa(p, P))$; this is easily shown by the standard proof for the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral.
3. Lipschitz behavior. If/ is such that 
If Lip is replaced by lip then 0 must be replaced by o.
where B is a positive constant.
First, a straightforward calculation shows that |d7<ydp| is dominated by a positive multiple of [ (1 - Lemma 2. For 0<X<1
We have
which last, in modulus, does not exceed
By (a) of Lemma 1 with a = 0 the result follows. We turn now to Theorem A. Necessity. We may assume p'>p. We have
and it follows that
where A is a positive constant. Either p'-p^l-p' or p'-p>l-p' and in the latter case p'-p<l-p <2(p'-p).
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In the first case we express the right hand side of (1) as
This last integral is equal to (p' -p)(1 -p)a~l wherep<p<p'. Since (1 -p)a_1 < (1 -p')a~l < (p' -p)a_1 the result follows.
In the second case the righthand side of (1) is less than a multiple of f \Q\»K(P,Q)dQ+ f \Q\°K(P',Q)dQ = 0{(l -P)» + (I -p')"} Sufficiency. Since/(p', P) -f(p, P) =0[(p'-p)a]->0 as p, p' tend to 1 uniformly in P we have, by Cauchy's convergence criterion, the existence of a bounded/(P) for which/(p, P) tends to f(P) uniformly in P as p tends to 1. Given p, choose p'>p such that, for all P,
Let pa=l-2~n, write <pn(P) =f(pn+u P)-f(pn, P) and choose N so that This, in conjunction with (2) , gives the O-part of Theorem A. The proof of the o-part is an obvious adaptation of the above. The proof of Theorem 1 now follows readily. If /(P)£Lip a, say,/(p, P) is, by Theorem A, a function in Lip a with respect to p. The standard proof for Riemann-Liouville integrals [3, §9.81] shows that fp(p, P) is, qua p, in Lip (a+fi). It follows that the same holds for u$(p, P). Since u$ is harmonic we may apply Theorem A to show fp(P) in Lip (a+fi). A similar argument shows the lip part of the theorem.
We turn now to Theorem 2. Let 5(5) be the spherical cap 0ig5. Since fELq we may, given e>0, choose 5 so that fs<.t)\f(Q) \ qdQ<tq. Now
and Ii<eMq'(dK/dp). Further, M\ is dominated by a constant multiple of
and the second integral does not exceed a multiple of
Consequently df/dp = o[(l-p)~m'q-1]. We may, without loss of generality, assume/(0, P) =0 and then integrating the integral expression for fa(p, P) by parts and then differentiating under the integral sign, we have r(a) -(fa) = f\P-r)"-1 -dr=oi f\p-r)-l(l -r)-lq~ldr\ dp J o or \J o J [January so that d/dp ( where R2 = x\+ ■ ■ ■ +xl+(z + 2)2.
Under the inversion S transforms into the plane z = 0 which we shall hereafter denote by S' and the region 6x<a of S transforms into the interior of the "circle" It is a straightforward matter to verify that the angle between the normal to 5 at P and the ray OP from the center of inversion is equal to the angle between the normal to S' at X and the ray OX (which is identical with OP).
It follows that (OP)-mdP = (0X)~mdX so that dP = imR~2mdX.
5. Proof of Theorem 3. (t -ly-Hdt.
Both these are L7(7a~m) but both cannot simultaneously be o(y"~m).
If 7> 1 (4) is clearly 0(ya~m) and not o(ya~m). Thus the center integral lies between positive multiples of min [(1 -p)"~m, 7a~'"]. Since A(o~m)/2 also lies between positive multiples of this quantity (3) follows. Now T(a)fa(p, P) = ff(Q) f\p -r)«-iK(r, Q -P)drdQ J s Jo so, by (3) , it lies between positive multiples of Jsf(Q)^a~m)n(p, Q~P)dQ. Using Fatou's Lemma on the one hand and trivially on the other we have Lemma 3.
Denote the spherical cap of radius 7r/4 and center P by Kp and the cap of radius tt/2 and with the pole 0 as center, i.e. the upper hemisphere, by distribution.
If, further, p(M) = 1 we say that the distribution is concentrated on AT.
Suppose Af is a set on which a distribution p is concentrated and consider, for j8>0,
Ve= sup f \Q-P\-*dp(Q).
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If Vp is finite we say M is of positive /3-capacity. Otherwise M is said to be of zero ^-capacity. Clearly, if AT is of positive /3-capacity it is of positive y-capacity for all y <fi. Also, clearly, if AT is of zero /3-capacity it is of zero y-capacity for all y>fi.
Similar considerations apply to S'. Given any set AT' and a distribution v concentrated on it we consider (7) Vl = sup f \X -Y \-+dv(Y).
X£S> J S'
Definitions are framed and consequences drawn as in the last paragraph. A distribution p on S induces a distribution v on S' as follows. Let p(AT) = v(M'). If p is concentrated on AT v is concentrated on AT' and vice versa.
